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Introduction {#s1}
============

A randomised controlled trial (RCT) is widely regarded as the preferred study design for comparing the effectiveness of health interventions [@pmed.1001645-Altman1]. Central to the design and validity of an RCT is a calculation of the number of participants needed: the sample size. This provides reassurance that the study will be informative. Using the Neyman-Pearson method (a conventional approach to sample size calculation), a (target) difference that the RCT is designed to detect is typically specified.

Selecting an appropriate target difference is critical. If too small a target difference is estimated, the trial may be a wasteful and an unethical use of data and resources. If too large a target difference is hypothesized, there is a risk that a clinically relevant difference will be overlooked because the study is too small. Both extremes could therefore have a detrimental impact on decision-making [@pmed.1001645-Copay1]. Additionally, through its impact on sample size, the choice of target difference has substantial implications in terms of study conduct and associated cost.

However, unlike the statistical considerations involved in sample size calculation, research on how to specify the target difference has been greatly neglected, with no substantive guidance available [@pmed.1001645-Lenth1],[@pmed.1001645-Lenth2]. While a variety of potential approaches have been proposed, such as specifying what an important difference would be (e.g., the "minimal clinically important difference") or what a realistic difference would be given the results of previous studies, the current state of the evidence base is unclear. Although some reviews of different types of methods have been conducted [@pmed.1001645-Copay1],[@pmed.1001645-Wells1], there is still a need for a comprehensive review of available methods. The aim of this systematic review was to identify potential methods for specifying the target difference in an RCT sample size calculation, whether addressing an important difference (a difference viewed as important by a relevant stakeholder group \[e.g., clinicians\]) and/or realistic difference (a difference that can be considered to be realistic given the interventions to be evaluated). The methods are described, and guidance offered on their use.

Methods {#s2}
=======

A comprehensive search of both biomedical and selected non-biomedical databases was undertaken. Search strategies and databases searched were informed by preliminary scoping work. The final databases searched were MEDLINE, MEDLINE In-Process, EMBASE, the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials, the Cochrane Methodology Register, PsycINFO, Science Citation Index, EconLit, Education Resources Information Center (ERIC), and Scopus (for in-press publications) from 1966 or earliest date coverage; the searches were undertaken between November 2010 and January 2011. Given the magnitude of the literature identified by this initial search and the belief that updating the search would not lead to additional approaches of specifying the target difference, an update of this search was not carried out. There was no language restriction. It was anticipated that reporting of methods in the titles and abstracts would be of variable quality and that therefore a reliance on indexing and text word searching would be inadvisable. Consequently, several other methods were used to complement the electronic searching and included checking of reference lists, citation searching for key articles using Scopus and Web of Science, and contacting experts in the field. The protocol and details of the search strategies used are available in [Protocol S1](#pmed.1001645.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Search Strategy S1](#pmed.1001645.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Additionally, textbooks covering methodological aspects of clinical trials were consulted. These textbooks were identified by searching the integrated catalogue of the British Library and the catalogues (for the most recent 5 y) of several prominent publishers of statistical texts. The project steering group was also asked to suggest key clinical trial textbooks that could be assessed. Because of the nature of the review, ethical approval was unnecessary.

To be included in this review, each study had to report a formal method that had been used or could be used to specify a target difference. Any study design for original research was eligible, provided its assessment was based on at least one outcome of relevance to a clinical trial. Studies were excluded only if they were reviews, failed to report a method for specifying a target difference, reported only on statistical sample size considerations rather than clinical relevance, or assessed an outcome measure (e.g., number needed to treat) without reference to how a difference could be determined.

Potentially relevant titles and abstracts were screened by either or both of two reviewers (J. H. or T. G.), with any uncertainties or disagreements discussed with a third party (J. A. C.). Full-text articles were obtained for the titles and abstracts identified as potentially relevant. These were provisionally categorised according to method of specifying the target difference (if detailed in the abstract). One of four reviewers (J. H., T. G., K. H., or T. E. A.) screened the full-text articles and extracted information, after having screened and extracted information from a practice sample of articles and compared results to ensure consistency in the screening process. Where there was uncertainty regarding whether or not a study should be included for data extraction, the opinion of a third party (J. A. C.) was sought, and the study discussed until consensus was reached.

Data were extracted on the methodological details and any noteworthy features such as unique variations not found in other studies reporting the same method. Specific information relevant to each particular method was recorded, and no generic data extraction form was used across all methods. It was felt that a generic data extraction form that included all fields of relevance to all methods would be too cumbersome, because the methods varied in conception and implementation.

Narrative descriptions of each method were produced, summarising the key characteristics based on extracted data on the similarities and differences in each application of the same method, frequency with which each variant of the method was used, and strengths and weaknesses of the method, either identified by the review team as potentially important, or extracted from study authors\' own points about the strengths and limitations of their method (or methods) as reported in the articles. [Methods](#s2){ref-type="sec"} were assessed according to criteria developed by the steering group prior to undertaking the evidence synthesis; the criteria covered the validity, implementation, statistical properties, and applicability of each method. The initial assessment was carried out by J. A. C. and revised by the steering group.

Results {#s3}
=======

We identified 11,485 potentially relevant studies from the databases searched. The number of studies found within each database is detailed in [Figure 1](#pmed-1001645-g001){ref-type="fig"} (PRISMA flow diagram), showing the number of studies for each method.
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\*For a breakdown of studies that used more than one method in combination, please see [Table 1](#pmed-1001645-t001){ref-type="table"}. Central, Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials; CMR, Cochrane Methodology Register; ERIC, Education Resources Information Center; SCI, Science Citation Index.](pmed.1001645.g001){#pmed-1001645-g001}

Of the potentially relevant studies identified, 1,434 were selected for full-text assessment; a further nine were identified from other sources. Fifteen clinical trial textbooks and the International Conference on Harmonisation of Technical Requirements for Registration of Pharmaceuticals for Human Use tripartite guidelines were also reviewed, though none identified a method that had not already been identified from the journal database searches. In total, 777 studies were included. Seven methods were identified---anchor, distribution, health economic, opinion-seeking, pilot study, review of the evidence base, and standardised effect size (SES). Descriptions of these methods are provided in [Box 1](#pmed-1001645-box001){ref-type="sec"}. No methods were identified by this review beyond those already known to the reviewers. The anchor, distribution, opinion-seeking, review of the evidence base, and SES methods were used in studies in varied clinical and treatment areas, but predominantly in those pertaining to chronic diseases. Although the number of included studies for both the health economic and pilot study methods was much smaller, real or hypothetical trial examples covered pharmacological and non-pharmacological treatments for both acute and chronic conditions.

Box 1. Methods for Specifying an Important and/or Realistic Difference {#s3a1}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

### Methods for specifying an important difference {#s3a1a}

-   **Anchor:** The outcome of interest can be "anchored" by using either a patient\'s or health professional\'s judgement to define an important difference. This may be achieved by comparing a patient\'s health before and after treatment and then linking this change to participants judged to have shown improvement/deterioration. Alternatively, a more familiar outcome, for which patients or health professionals more readily agree on what amount of change constitutes an important difference, can be used. Alternatively, a contrast between patients can be made to determine a meaningful difference.

-   **Distribution:** Approaches that determine a value based upon distributional variation. A common approach is to use a value that is larger than the inherent imprecision in the measurement and therefore likely to represent a minimal level for a meaningful difference.

-   **Health economic:** Approaches that use principles of economic evaluation. These typically include both resource cost and health outcomes, and define a threshold value for the cost of a unit of health effect that a decision-maker is willing to pay, to estimate the overall net benefit of treatment. The net benefit can be analysed in a frequentist framework or take the form of a (typically Bayesian) decision-theoretic value of information analysis.

-   **Standardised effect size:** The magnitude of the effect on a standardised scale defines the value of the difference. For a continuous outcome, the standardised difference (most commonly expressed as Cohen\'s d "effect size") can be used. Cohen\'s cutoffs of 0.2, 0.5, and 0.8 for small, medium, and large effects, respectively, are often used. Thus a "medium" effect corresponds simply to a change in the outcome of 0.5 SDs. Binary or survival (time-to-event) outcome metrics (e.g., an odds, risk, or hazard ratio) can be utilised in a similar manner, though no widely recognised cutoffs exist. Cohen\'s cutoffs approximate odds ratios of 1.44, 2.48, and 4.27, respectively. Corresponding risk ratio values vary according to the control group event proportion.

### Methods for specifying a realistic difference {#s3a1b}

-   **Pilot study:** A pilot (or preliminary) study may be carried out where there is little evidence, or even experience, to guide expectations and determine an appropriate target difference for the trial. In a similar manner, a Phase 2 study could be used to inform a Phase 3 study.

### Methods for specifying an important and/or a realistic difference {#s3a1c}

-   **Opinion-seeking:** The target difference can be based on opinions elicited from health professionals, patients, or others. Possible approaches include forming a panel of experts, surveying the membership of a professional or patient body, or interviewing individuals. This elicitation process can be explicitly framed within a trial context.

-   **Review of evidence base:** The target difference can be derived using current evidence on the research question. Ideally, this would be from a systematic review or meta-analysis of RCTs. In the absence of randomised evidence, evidence from observational studies could be used in a similar manner. An alternative approach is to undertake a review of studies in which an important difference was determined.

Substantial variation between studies was found in the way the seven methods were implemented. In addition, some studies used several methods, although the combinations used varied, as did the extent to which results were triangulated. The anchor method was the most popular, used by 447 studies, of which 194 (43%) used it in combination with another method. The distribution method was used by 324 studies, of which 153 (47%) used it alongside another method. Eighty studies used an opinion-seeking method, of which 20 (25%) also used additional methods. Twenty-seven studies used a review of the evidence base method, of which five (19%) also used another method. Six studies used a pilot study method, of which one (17%) also used another method. The SES method was used by 166 studies, of which 129 (78%) also used another method. Thirteen studies used a health economic method.

For all methods used in combination with others, [Table 1](#pmed-1001645-t001){ref-type="table"} provides a breakdown of the variety of combinations identified and their frequency. The main variations identified from the systematic review for each of the methods are described in [Table 2](#pmed-1001645-t002){ref-type="table"}, and are further described in the text below. A brief summary of the literature for each method is given below and also of studies that used a combination of methods. [Table 3](#pmed-1001645-t003){ref-type="table"} contains an assessment of the value of the individual methods. [Table 4](#pmed-1001645-t004){ref-type="table"} contains examples and key implementation points for the use of each method.

10.1371/journal.pmed.1001645.t001

###### Use of multiple methods.

![](pmed.1001645.t001){#pmed-1001645-t001-1}

  Methods Used in Combination    Number of Studies                     
  ----------------------------- ------------------- -- --- --- --- --- ----
  √                                      √                              70
  √                                      √                          √   63
  √                                                                 √   46
                                         √                          √   13
  √                                                     √               8
                                         √              √               3
  √                                      √              √               2
  √                                                     √           √   2
                                                        √       √       2
  √                                                             √       1
  √                                      √              √           √   1
  √                                                     √       √   √   1
                                         √              √           √   1
                                                        √           √   1
                                                                √   √   1
                                                            √   √       1

10.1371/journal.pmed.1001645.t002

###### Main variations in implementation of the methods.
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  Anchor                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Distribution                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     Health Economic                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  Opinion-Seeking                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     Pilot Study                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            Review of the Evidence Base                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            Standardised Effect Size
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **Two main areas of variation:** **1. Anchor design**•Judgement based anchor (e.g., patient\'s, health professional\'s, or carer\'s); judgements can be changes in individual over time or contrasting between individuals•The number of points on the anchor instrument (Likert scale, VAS) [@pmed.1001645-Bastyr1],[@pmed.1001645-Beninato1],[@pmed.1001645-Deyo1]•Objective measurements (e.g., ≥5 mm toenail growth) as the anchor [@pmed.1001645-Potter1]•Using a measure with an accepted definition of importance as an the anchor**2. Determination of important difference**•Considering deterioration as well as improvement [@pmed.1001645-Barber1],[@pmed.1001645-Khanna1],[@pmed.1001645-Metz1]•Calibrating for no change group for within-person anchoring [@pmed.1001645-Barber1],[@pmed.1001645-Khanna1],[@pmed.1001645-Metz1]•Utilising receiver operating characteristic curve approach to trade off probability of failure to detect an important difference versus falsely concluding an important difference when there is none [@pmed.1001645-DeRogatis1]    **Three main approaches:** **1. Measurement-error-based approach**•Calculation of the SEM, typically defined as , where *r* is a measure of reliability such as Cronbach\'s alpha [@pmed.1001645-Copay1],[@pmed.1001645-Duru1]--[@pmed.1001645-Gnat1],[@pmed.1001645-Krebs1]--[@pmed.1001645-Movsas1]. Various multiplicative factors and definitions of the SEM have been proposed [@pmed.1001645-Copay1]. The SEM is typically based upon the maximum error associated with two repeat within-person measurements.•Jacobson and colleagues proposed two similar approaches [@pmed.1001645-Asenlof1],[@pmed.1001645-Jacobson1],[@pmed.1001645-Kendall1],[@pmed.1001645-Pekarik1]: (i) the RCI, which incorporates the SEM and a confidence level for the estimate; the mean change in scores is divided by, where , with an RCI above 1.96 typically used as a cutoff; variants of this formula exist [@pmed.1001645-Copay1]; and (ii) beyond a plausible (95%) limit of agreement, e.g., 2SD of the mean score; a "normative" reference population can also be used in both approaches**2. Statistical-test-based approach**Smallest difference that could be statistically detected [@pmed.1001645-vanderHoeven1]; variants exist depending on data collected and planned statistical analysis, e.g., two independent groups (equal size and variance) [@pmed.1001645-Bridges1],[@pmed.1001645-Hanson1] **3. Rule-of-thumb-based approach**Defines an important difference based upon the distribution of the outcome, i.e., using a substantial fraction of the possible range; for example, using 10 mm on a 100-mm VAS measuring symptom severity [@pmed.1001645-Sarna1] or a proportion of all the possible response level changes that could possibly be achieved [@pmed.1001645-Abrams1]   **Four main approaches:** **1. Incremental cost per unit approach**Identifying the difference in effectiveness that leads to the incremental cost per unit of health being less than/equal to a decision-maker\'s WTP threshold [@pmed.1001645-Briggs1],[@pmed.1001645-Detsky1] or to equivalence between trial interventions [@pmed.1001645-Samsa1]; the cost of the study and avoiding disabilities can be considered [@pmed.1001645-Torgerson1],[@pmed.1001645-Willan1] **2. Net benefit**WTP multiplied by the difference in effectiveness minus the difference in costs between interventions [@pmed.1001645-OHagan1] **3. Maximising "cost efficiency"**The ratio of expected scientific/clinical/practical value for a given sample size, over the cost of conducting a study of that sample size [@pmed.1001645-Bacchetti1] **4. Optimal sample size approach**Calculation based on perspective of profit maximisation (where expected net gain is a profit function) or single payer system (where the objective is to maximise net benefit) [@pmed.1001645-Gittins1],[@pmed.1001645-Kikuchi1],[@pmed.1001645-Cook1]   **Four main areas of variation:**1. Whose opinion is being sought (clinicians, patients, trialists) [@pmed.1001645-Aarabi1],[@pmed.1001645-Allison1],[@pmed.1001645-Barrett2],[@pmed.1001645-Barrett3],[@pmed.1001645-Bellm1],[@pmed.1001645-Boers1],[@pmed.1001645-Burgess1],[@pmed.1001645-Kirkby1]--[@pmed.1001645-Rider1],[@pmed.1001645-Tubach1]--[@pmed.1001645-Wong1]2. Method used to elicit opinions (interviews, surveys, or both; frequency of data collection) [@pmed.1001645-Fried1]3. Complexity of the data elicited, e.g., asking for a value considered to be clinically significant, ranking criteria in terms of their importance, preference regarding hypothetical scenarios up to full (Bayesian) specification of distribution [@pmed.1001645-Allison1],[@pmed.1001645-Barrett1],[@pmed.1001645-Burgess1]4. Approach adopted to consolidate multiple responses: use a simple numerical summary (e.g., mean) [@pmed.1001645-Fried1],[@pmed.1001645-Stone1], Delphi method [@pmed.1001645-Wyrwich1]--[@pmed.1001645-Wyrwich3], or a proportion, e.g., "the majority" (i.e., \>50%) [@pmed.1001645-Wyrwich3]   **Two approaches to using observed values**1. Fully specify the target difference (e.g., mean difference and SD)2. Partly specify the target difference (e.g., using the observed SD or control proportion only) [@pmed.1001645-Kraemer1]; substantial uncertainty will still typically exist, though adjustment for this can be made [@pmed.1001645-Salter1]   **Three main areas of variation:**1. Reviewing previous studies to determine an important and/or realistic difference to specify the target difference [@pmed.1001645-Cranney1],[@pmed.1001645-Johnston1],[@pmed.1001645-Thomas1],[@pmed.1001645-Zanen1]2. Approach adopted to combine/choose between study results, e.g., using meta-analysis summary to determine a conclusive value [@pmed.1001645-Muller1]--[@pmed.1001645-Schnemann1]; alternatively, using observed values to fully or partly specify the target difference, e.g., mean difference and SD or coefficient of variation (equivalence trial) [@pmed.1001645-Johnston1],[@pmed.1001645-Thomas1],[@pmed.1001645-Zanen1]3. Going beyond current literature by conducting a simulation study of the impact of adding a new study into a meta-analysis of studies (allowing for current uncertainty) to determine the size of a new trial given the required statistical power and significance level [@pmed.1001645-Sutton1]   **Two main areas of variation:** **1. Values used for SES formula (Cohen\'s d)**•Mean used, SD from comparing between groups, or within one group (before and after) used; baseline SD or change score or pooled SD of two time points (baseline and follow-up) [@pmed.1001645-Andrew1],[@pmed.1001645-Krakow1] or the largest SD value [@pmed.1001645-Horton1]•Comparison of data with a reference population that serves as normative data [@pmed.1001645-Harris1],[@pmed.1001645-Klassen1] **2. Alternative formulas**•Examples include a "modified Cohen\'s d" with correction for SD of change scores to account for within-person correlation [@pmed.1001645-Howard1] or correcting resulting effect size for this [@pmed.1001645-Andrew1];Dunlap\'s d formula to compare effect sizes between treatment and placebo groups at allow for multiple follow-up measurements [@pmed.1001645-Fredrickson1]

RCI, reliable change index; VAS, visual analogue scale; WTP, willingness to pay per unit of effectiveness.

10.1371/journal.pmed.1001645.t003

###### Assessment of the value of the methods.
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  Criteria                                                                                                                                                                                                                 Method                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **Validity**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
  Does the method seem a sensible approach)? (face validity)                                                                                                                                                                 Yes                                                                                                       No                                                                                                                                             Yes                                                                                                             Yes                                                          Yes                                                                         Yes                                                                               Yes
  Does the method allow the overall benefit/harm profile of a treatment comparison to be addressed? (content validity)                                                      As it is based upon a single outcome, the scope is limited; multiple perspectives can be accommodated   Focuses upon a single outcome and does not address directly either a realistic or an important difference   Potentially the most comprehensive approach, though it can be complex, data-hungry, and time-intensive; a value judgement is needed as to whose costs and benefits are important   Yes, though conditional upon a perspective                                      Yes                                                                         Yes                                                                               No
  Has the method been shown to be consistent with an independent standard? (criterion validity)                                                                                                                              Yes                                                                                                       No                                                                                                               No, usage so far has been in hypothetical retrospective examples                                                                               No                                                          No                                                                          No                                                      No, with an exception for some quality of life outcomes
  Has the method been shown to be consistent with expected drivers (e.g., is the specified difference greater when there is a larger risk of harm)? (construct validity)                                                     Yes                                                                                         Findings have been conflicting                                                                                                 No, usage so far has been in hypothetical retrospective examples                                                                               No                                                          Yes                                                                         Yes                                                                               No
  **Implementation**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
  Has the method been reported clearly enough to be reproducible (i.e., reviewers can easily agree upon reading what the method was and how it was applied)?                                                                 Yes                                                                                                       Yes                                                                                                   Yes, although the complexity of some of the approaches may require extensive reporting                                                                   Yes                                                          Yes                                                                         Yes                                                                               Yes
  Are there any important variations in implementation?                                                                                                                                                                      Yes                                                                                                       Yes                                                                                                                                            Yes                                                                                                             Yes                                                          Yes                                                                         Yes                                                                               Yes
  **Statistical properties**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
  Has the method\'s repeatability been assessed (consistency of estimate when repeated---if applicable)?                                                                                                                     Yes                                                                                                       Yes                                                                                             No, although in principle for a given model structure and data inputs, the approach is repeatable                                                               No                                                          No                                                                          Yes                                                                         Not applicable
  Is uncertainty of the estimated difference addressed by the method (implicitly or explicitly)?                                                                                                                             Yes                                                                                                       Yes                                                                                                                           Yes, using the more complex approaches                                                                        Yes, when adopting a synthesis of opinion                                       Yes                                       Yes, where the result from an appropriate statistical analysis is used                                              No
  Has the method been shown to be sensitive to different outcomes/populations?                                                                                                                                               Yes                                                                                                       Yes                                                                                                                                             No                                                                                                   Yes, to a limited extent                                               Yes                                                                         Yes                                      No; universal values are routinely applied irrespective of the outcome and population
  **Applicability**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
  Is the method suited to any trial design?                                                                                                                                                                                  Yes                                                                                                       Yes                                                                                                                                            Yes                                                                                                             Yes                       Yes, though it is more likely to be used for Phase 3 or definitive trials   Yes, though it is more likely to be used for Phase 3 or definitive trials                                            Yes
  Can the method be used for a variety of outcome measures?                                                                                                                                                    Continuous/ordinal outcome only                                                                           Continuous/ordinal outcome only                                                                                                                              Yes                                                                                                             Yes                                                          Yes                                                                         Yes                                                  Yes, though it is widely used only for a continuous outcomes
  Is the method acceptable to patients, clinicians, and trialists?                                                                                                                                                           Yes                                                                                                    Uncertain                                                                                                                                      Uncertain                                                                                                          Yes                                                          Yes                                                                         Yes                                                                  Uncertain, though widely used
  Is it straightforward to use?                                                                                                                                                                                              Yes                                                                                                       Yes                                                                                                                       No, except for simpler, more naive approaches                                                                                        Yes                                   Yes, though it requires a study to be carried out                          Yes, though it requires a review to be carried out                                                        Yes
  Has the method been used in an RCT setting?                                                                                                                                                                                Yes                                                                                                       Yes                                                                                                                            Published examples are retrospective                                                                                            Yes                                                          Yes                                                                         Yes                                                                               Yes

10.1371/journal.pmed.1001645.t004

###### Usage of methods---examples and key implementation points.
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  Method                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              Example                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Key Points
  --------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **Anchor**                                                                                                                                              Neuropathy Total Symptom Score-6 was measured at baseline and 1 y in patients with diabetes mellitus and diabetic peripheral neuropathy. The clinical global impression anchor---a seven-point scale ranging from marked improvement to marked worsening, which assesses the change in health status between baseline and 1 y---was collected by a health professional [@pmed.1001645-Bastyr1].                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  • Suitable for continuous (or ordinal) outcomes.• Anchor implementation is critical, e.g., the perspective and anchor adopted.• Particularly suited to quality of life measures.• The magnitude of the difference can be sensitive to the population group (e.g., ceiling/floor and disease severity effects may exist).• Use of the most common anchor approach implies that a within-person (important) difference can be applied, though a between-person approach is also possible.
  **Distribution**                                                                                The Norwegian Fear Avoidance Beliefs Questionnaire (FABQ) was completed by 28 patients with chronic lower back pain. Using a measurement error approach, the maximum difference that could be attributed to spurious variation for the FABQ-Work and FABQ-Physical Activity scales was calculated as 12 and 9 units, respectively. These values can be considered as a lower bound of an important difference for the corresponding scale and can be used with an appropriate SD value [@pmed.1001645-Grotle1].                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   • Suitable for continuous (or possibly ordinal) outcomes.• Use of the distribution method (i.e., measurement error approach) is of limited merit because of its weak justification of an "important" difference.• A simple range or levels approach should be a last resort if no more informative methods can be used, and only when the outcome has clear meaning.
  **Health economic**                                                                                                 For women with tubal damage, IVF or tubal surgery could be used to treat infertility. The cost per pregnancy was calculated for both treatments. Based upon existing data, surgical treatment is successful in 12% of cases. Given this estimate, the required proportion of successful treatments for the more expensive IVF treatment was calculated as 27%, and a difference of 15% (27% to 12%) was considered (economically) important [@pmed.1001645-Torgerson1].                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      • Allows a comprehensive approach to the value of an RCT; in particular, the costs of the intervention and its comparator and of research can be considered in conjunction with possible benefits and consequences of decision-making. The flexible modelling framework allows any type of outcome to be incorporated.• The perspective adopted is critical---the viewpoint and values that are used to determine the scope of costs and benefits incorporated into the model structure.• Uncertainty around inputs can be substantial, and extensive sensitivity analyses will likely be needed. Some inputs (e.g., time horizon) will be particularly challenging to specify, as well as appropriately representing the statistical relationship of multiple parameters. These could also be based on empirical data and/or expert opinion.• This can be a resource-intensive and complex approach to determining the sample size.• Unlikely to be accepted as the sole basis for study design at present despite intuitive appeal. Patients and clinicians may be resistant to the formal inclusion of cost into the design and thereby the primary interpretation of studies. Expressing the difference in a conventional way is likely to be necessary, as it is more intuitive to stakeholders and also furthers the science of interventions. It could provide additional justification for conducting a large and expensive trial (e.g., when there is a small effect and/or events are rare).
  **Opinion-seeking**                                                                                     Six experts were asked to recommend an important difference for the Doyle Index to be used in a hypothetical trial of two antirheumatic drugs with stated inclusion/exclusion criteria for patients with rheumatoid arthritis. A Delphi consensus-reaching approach with three rounds was implemented by mail. The median (range) estimate for the third round was 5.5 (5.7), and 5.5 could be viewed as an important difference and used with an appropriate SD value [@pmed.1001645-Bellamy1].                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    • Allows for varying degrees of complexity of the scenario (e.g., consideration of related effects or impact on practice) and any outcome type (binary, continuous, or survival).• The perspective is critical---whose opinions are being sought.• A realistic and/or important target difference can be sought.• A target difference that takes into account other outcomes and/or consequences (e.g., a target difference that would lead to a health professional changing practice) or focuses exclusively on a single outcome can be sought.
  **Pilot study**                                                                                                                                                                                     A pilot trial compared a cognitive behavioural therapy to physiotherapy in patients with acute lower back pain. The SD of Roland--Morris scores was calculated as 5.7, which was used in combination with an estimate of an important difference of 4 from a previous study [@pmed.1001645-Johnstone1].                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              • There is a need to assess the relevance of the pilot study to the design of a new RCT study. Some down-weighting (whether formally or informally) may be needed according to the relevance of the study and methodology used. For example, a Phase 2 study should be used to directly specify a (realistic) target difference for a Phase 3 study only if the population and outcome measurement are judged to be sufficiently similar.• Helpful for estimating outcome components such as variability of a continuous outcome (or control group rate for a binary outcome), although the estimation of the target difference is typically imprecise because of a small sample size.• This approach can be used in conjunction with another method (e.g., using an opinion-seeking method to determine an important difference) to allow full specification of the target difference.
  **Review of the evidence base**    A systematic search of an online medical database identified no RCTs that had compared acupuncture to a waiting list control for patients with breast cancer and assessed fatigue. Two further searches identified relevant studies from which an estimate of the within-group effects upon fatigue for acupuncture and waiting list control treatments could be calculated. Best, worst, and average effects were calculated for the two treatments, with various possible between-treatment-group effects calculated. Estimates for the between-treatment-group effects varied from 0.19 to 1.02 (Cohen\'s d) [@pmed.1001645-Johnston1].                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         • It should be based on a systematic search of available evidence.• It can be used for any outcome type (including continuous, binary, ordinal, and time-to-event outcomes).• A choice must be made whether an important and/or a realistic difference is sought.• A number of issues need to be considered when assessing an observed difference:○ Is the evidence available directly relevant to the research question at hand (PICOT assessment)?○ Is the existing evidence of a robust nature? Are there multiple studies available, and were they conducted in a methodologically robust manner? What was the risk of bias?○ Is the outcome of interest fully reported? Individual patient data are seldom available, and reporting of outcomes is often selective.• Determination of a realistic (target) difference can, and when possible should, be based on a systematic review and associated meta-analysis of RCTs, although imprecision in the estimate needs to be considered.• The use of prior evidence can be formalised through simulation of the impact of a new study on the meta-analysis result, although this implies that a particular analysis will be conducted and the new study will be analysed alongside the current evidence.
  **Standardised effect size**                                                                                                                         Fifty-three nursing home patients received a specialist geriatric medicine consultation. The Goal Attainment Scale was measured post-consultation as part of an observational study. The mean (SD) score was 45.7 (6.9). Using the post-consultation SD and Cohen\'s criteria, the small, medium, and large effect values were calculated as 1.4, 3.5, and 5.5, respectively [@pmed.1001645-Gordon1].                                                                                                                      • The SES for a continuous outcome should be calculated as the difference between groups divided by the appropriate SD. For a parallel group trial, the SD will typically be an estimate of the (common) final group SD, which corresponds to an unadjusted analysis of the final scores; the SD of the within-person change score could be used when an analysis of change scores is planned. The benefit of removing within-person variance, such as through an analysis that adjusts for the baseline value, can also be incorporated when the correlation can be estimated.• A SES from a before-and-after treatment study is unlikely to be representative of that achievable in a treatment study, particularly when two active treatments are compared.• Use of Cohen\'s criteria of interpretation is difficult to justify, although widespread. Modifications to this effect size scale have been suggested. For example, pragmatic trials are generally accepted to have smaller effects than more efficacy-focused studies. The SES may differ in magnitude between clinical areas and outcomes, and when the standard treatment is very effective.• Changes in the variability (e.g., population spectrum) for a continuous outcome can result in a different standardised effect even though the mean difference remains the same. It is important that an estimate of the variability is also specified and that the sample is similar to the anticipated RCT population. For a binary outcome, the target difference (whether a relative or an absolute difference) should be considered in conjunction with the control group event proportion.• It is most appropriate as a fallback option, if other more context-relevant methods for specifying the target difference cannot be used.

IVF, in vitro fertilisation.

Anchor Method {#s3b}
-------------

Implementation of the anchor method varied greatly [@pmed.1001645-Aletaha1]--[@pmed.1001645-tenKlooster1]. In its most basic form, the anchor method evaluates the minimal (clinically) important change in score for a particular instrument. This is established by calculating the mean change score (post-intervention minus pre-intervention) for that instrument, among a group of patients for whom it is indicated---via another instrument (the "anchor")---that a minimum clinically important change has occurred. The anchor instrument, the number of available points on the anchor instrument for response, and the corresponding labelling varied between applications. The anchor instrument was most often a subjective assessment of improvement (e.g., global rating of change), though objective measures of improvement could be used (e.g., a 15-letter change in visual acuity as measured on the Snellen eye chart) [@pmed.1001645-Suner1]. The anchor instrument was usually posed to patients alone [@pmed.1001645-Kragt1],[@pmed.1001645-Tafazal1], though in some cases the clinicians\' views alone were used. Older studies tended to use a 15-point Likert scale for the anchor instrument, as suggested by Jaeschke and colleagues [@pmed.1001645-Jaeschke1]; more recent studies tended to use five- or seven-point scales instead. Depending upon the study size and/or clinical context, merging of multiple points on the scale may be required. For example, if a seven-point scale has been used but very few people rate themselves at the extremes of this scale (1 and 7), it may be possible to merge points 1 and 2 of the scale and points 6 and 7. It should be noted that it may not always be appropriate to do this, depending on the clinical question under consideration.

Relative change can be incorporated by comparing those for whom an important change was identified to another patient subset (tested using the same instrument and anchor) who reported no change over time. Another common variation is to consider the percentage change score in the instrument under consideration [@pmed.1001645-Spiegel1], rather than the absolute score change. Determination of what constituted an important difference was sometimes based upon the use of methodology more typically used to assess diagnostic accuracy, such as receiver operating characteristic curves [@pmed.1001645-Aletaha1],[@pmed.1001645-DeRogatis1],[@pmed.1001645-Kvamme1], or more complex statistical approaches. It is worth noting that the anchor method was not always successful in deriving values for an important difference; failure was usually due to either practical or methodological difficulties [@pmed.1001645-Kawata1],[@pmed.1001645-Pepin1].

A substantially different way of achieving an anchor-based approach for specifying an important difference was proposed by Redelmeier and colleagues [@pmed.1001645-Redelmeier1]: in this study, other patients formed a reference against which a patient could rate their own health (or health improvement) [@pmed.1001645-Brant1],[@pmed.1001645-Pouchot1]--[@pmed.1001645-Ringash2]. Generalisability of the resulting estimate of an important difference is a key concern. For example, if the disease is chronic and progressive, an important change value from a newly diagnosed population may not apply to a population with a far longer duration of illness [@pmed.1001645-Glassman1],[@pmed.1001645-Piva1],[@pmed.1001645-Pope1],[@pmed.1001645-Sekhon1],[@pmed.1001645-Tashjian1]. A key consideration is how to decide on an appropriate cutoff point for the anchor "transition" tool.

Participant biases, such as recall bias, are also potentially problematic [@pmed.1001645-Eberle1],[@pmed.1001645-Fritz1],[@pmed.1001645-Mannion1],[@pmed.1001645-Metz1],[@pmed.1001645-Pope1], as are response shift (whereby patients\' perceptions of acceptable change alter during the course of disease or treatment and become inconsistent) [@pmed.1001645-tenKlooster1] and gratitude factor or halo bias (whereby responses that are more favourable than is realistic need to be taken into account) [@pmed.1001645-Santanello1],[@pmed.1001645-Tafazal1]. Another key choice is whether to consider improvement and deterioration together or separately. If a Likert scale has been used as the anchor, improvement and deterioration can be merged to obtain one more general measure for "change" by "folding" the scale at zero, though this assumes symmetry of effect, with "no change" centred upon zero difference. This approach may be unrealistic because of response biases and regression to the mean, and is inappropriate if patients are likely to rate improvements in their health differently from how they would rate deterioration with the same condition. The method proposed by Redelmeier and colleagues, where other participants act as the anchor, avoids recall bias because all data can be collected at the same time, though it may not be a universally appropriate method, as participants might find it difficult to discuss particularly sensitive or private health issues with others.

Distribution Method {#s3c}
-------------------

Three distinct distribution approaches were found [@pmed.1001645-Abrams1]--[@pmed.1001645-vanderHoeven1]: measurement error, statistical test, and rule of thumb. The measurement error approach determines a value that is larger than the inherent imprecision in the measurement and that is therefore likely to be consistently noticed by patients. The most common approach for determining this value was based upon the standard error of measurement (SEM). The SEM can be defined in various ways, with different multiplicative factors suggested as signifying a non-trivial (important) difference.

The most commonly used alternative to the SEM method (although it can be thought of as an extension of this approach) was the reliable change index proposed by Jacobson and Truax [@pmed.1001645-Jacobson1], which incorporates confidence around the measurement error. For the statistical test approach, a "minimal detectable difference"---the smallest difference that could be statistically detected for a given sample size---is calculated. This is then used as a guide for interpreting the presence of an "important" difference in this study. The rule-of-thumb approach defines an important difference based on the distribution of the outcome, such as using a substantial fraction of the possible range without further justification (e.g., 10 mm on a 100-mm visual analogue scale measuring symptom severity being viewed as a substantial shift in outcome response) [@pmed.1001645-Sarna1].

Measurement error and rule-of-thumb approaches are widely used, but do not translate straightforwardly to an RCT target difference. This is because for measurement error approaches, assessment is typically based on test--retest (within-person) data, whereas many trials are of parallel group (between-person) design. Additionally, measurement error is not suitable as the sole basis for determining the importance of a particular target difference. More generally, the setting and timing of data collection may also be important to the calculation of measurement error (e.g., results may vary between pre- and post-treatment) [@pmed.1001645-Newnham1]. The statistical test approach cannot be used to specify a priori a target difference in an RCT sample size calculation, as the observed precision of the statistical test is conditional on the sample size. Rule-of-thumb approaches are dependent upon the outcome having inherent value (e.g., Glasgow coma scale), where a substantial fraction of a unit change (e.g., one-third or one-half) can be viewed as important.

Health Economic Method {#s3d}
----------------------

The approaches included under the health economic method typically involve defining a threshold value for the cost of a unit of health effect that a decision-maker is willing to pay and using this threshold to construct a "net benefit" that combines both resource cost and health outcomes [@pmed.1001645-Bacchetti1]--[@pmed.1001645-Willan1]. The extent to which data on the differences in costs, benefits, and harms are used depends on the decision and perspective adopted (e.g., treatment *x* is better than treatment *y* when the net benefit for *x* is greater than that for *y,* i.e., the incremental net benefit for *x* compared to *y* is positive) [@pmed.1001645-OHagan1]. The net benefit approach can be extended into a decision-theoretic model in order to undertake a value of information analysis [@pmed.1001645-Gittins1],[@pmed.1001645-Kikuchi1],[@pmed.1001645-Willan1], which seeks to address the value of removing the current uncertainty regarding the choice of treatment. The optimal sample size of a new study given the current evidence and the decision faced can be calculated. The perspective of the decision-making is critical, i.e., whether it is from the standpoint of clinicians, patients, funders, policy-makers, or some combination.

More sophisticated modelling approaches can potentially allow a comprehensive evaluation of the treatment decision and the potential value of a new study, though they require strong assumptions about, for example, different measurements of effectiveness, harms, uptake, adherence, costs of interventions, and the cost of new research. The increased complexity, along with the gap between the input requirements of the more sophisticated modelling approaches and the data that are typically available, and the need to be explicit about the basis of synthesis of all the evidence upfront, perhaps explains the limited use of these modelling approaches in practice to date.

Opinion-Seeking Method {#s3e}
----------------------

The opinion-seeking method determines a value (or a plausible range of values) for the target difference, by asking one or more individuals to state their view on what value or values for a particular difference should be important and/or realistic [@pmed.1001645-Aarabi1]--[@pmed.1001645-Wyrwich3]. The identified studies varied widely in whose opinion was sought (e.g., patients, clinicians, or trialists), the method of selecting individual experts (e.g., literature search, mailing list, or conference attendance), and the number of experts consulted. Other variations included the method used to elicit values (e.g., interview or survey), the complexity of the data elicited, and the method used to consolidate results into an overall value or range of values for the difference.

One advantage of the opinion-seeking method is the ease with which it can be carried out (e.g., through a survey). However, estimates will vary according to the specified population. Additionally, different perspectives (e.g., patient versus health professional) may lead to very different estimates of what is important and/or realistic [@pmed.1001645-Bloom1]. Also, the views of approached individuals may not necessarily be representative of the wider community. Furthermore, some methods for eliciting opinions have feasibility constraints (e.g., face-to-face methods), but alternative approaches for capturing the views of a larger number of experts require careful planning or may be subject to low response rates or partial responses [@pmed.1001645-Kirkby1].

Pilot Study Method {#s3f}
------------------

A small number of studies used a pilot study method to determine a relevant value for the target difference [@pmed.1001645-Johnstone1]--[@pmed.1001645-Thabane1]. A pilot study can be defined as running the intended study in miniature prior to conducting the actual trial, to guide expectations on an appropriate value for the target difference. The simplest approach is to use the observed effect in the pilot study as the target difference in an RCT. More sophisticated approaches account for imprecision in the estimate from the pilot study and/or use the pilot study to estimate only the standard deviation (SD) (or control group event proportion) and not the target difference.

However, there are practical difficulties in conducting a pilot study that may limit the relevance of results [@pmed.1001645-Johnstone1], most notably the inherent uncertainty in results due to the small study sample size, rendering the effect size imprecise and unreliable. Additionally, a pilot study can address only a realistic difference and does not inform what an important difference would be. Finally, it is worth noting that an internal pilot study, using the initial recruits within a larger study, cannot be used to pre-specify the target difference, though it could inform an adaptive update [@pmed.1001645-Thabane1]. Notwithstanding the above critique, a pilot study can have a valuable role in addressing feasibility issues (e.g., recruitment challenges) that may need to be considered in a larger trial [@pmed.1001645-Salter1]. Pilot studies are most useful when they can be readily and quickly conducted. While few studies addressed using a pilot study to inform the specification of the target difference, trialists may use pilot studies to help determine the target difference without reporting this formally in trial reports.

Review of the Evidence Base Method {#s3g}
----------------------------------

Implementation of the review of the evidence base method varied regarding what studies and results were considered as part of the review and how the findings of different studies were combined [@pmed.1001645-Blumenauer1]--[@pmed.1001645-Zanen1]. The most common approach involved implementing a pre-specified strategy for reviewing the evidence base for either a particular instrument or variety of instruments to identify an important difference. Alternatively, pre-existing studies for a specific research question may be used (e.g., using the pooled estimate of a meta-analysis) to determine the target difference [@pmed.1001645-Julious1]. Extending this general approach, Sutton and colleagues [@pmed.1001645-Sutton1] derived a distribution for the effect of treatment from the meta-analysis, from which they then simulated the effect of a "new" study; the result of this study was added to the existing meta-analysis data, which were then re-analysed. Implicitly this adopts a realistic difference as the basis for the target difference.

Reviewing the existing evidence base is valuable as it provides a rationale for choosing an important and/or realistic target difference. It is likely that this general approach is often informally used, though few have addressed how it should be formally done. However, estimates identified from existing evidence may not necessarily be appropriate for the population being considered for the trial, so the generalisability of the available studies and susceptibility to bias should be considered. For reviews of studies that identified an important difference, the methods used in each of the individual studies to determine that difference are subject to the practical issues mentioned here for that method (e.g., the anchor method). Imprecision of the estimate is also an important consideration, and publication bias may also be an issue if reviews of the evidence base consider only published data. If a meta-analysis of previous results is used to determine a sample size, then additional evidence published after the search used in the meta-analysis was conducted may necessitate updating the sample size.

Standardised Effect Size Method {#s3h}
-------------------------------

This method is commonly used to determine the importance of a difference in an outcome when set in comparison to other possible effect sizes upon a standardised scale [@pmed.1001645-Kraemer1],[@pmed.1001645-Andrew1]--[@pmed.1001645-Woods1]. Overwhelmingly, studies used the guidelines suggested by Cohen [@pmed.1001645-Cohen1] for the Cohen\'s d metric, i.e., 0.2, 0.5, and 0.8 for small, medium, and large effects, respectively, in the context of a continuous outcome. Other SES metrics exist for continuous (e.g., Dunlap\'s d), binary (e.g., odds ratio), and survival (hazard ratio) outcomes [@pmed.1001645-Cohen1],[@pmed.1001645-Higgins1],[@pmed.1001645-Woods1]. Most of the literature relates to within-group SESs for a continuous outcome. The SD used should reflect the anticipated RCT population as far as possible.

The main benefit of using a SES method is that it can be readily calculated and compared across different outcomes, conditions, studies, settings, and people; all differences are translated into a common metric. It is also easy to calculate the SES from existing evidence if studies have reported sufficient information. The Cohen guidelines for small, medium, and large effects can be converted into equivalent values for other binary metrics (e.g., 1.44, 2.48, and 4.27, respectively, for odds ratio) [@pmed.1001645-Chinn1]. As noted above, SES metrics are commonly used for binary (e.g., odds ratio or risk ratio) and survival outcomes (e.g., hazard ratio) in medical research [@pmed.1001645-Higgins1], and a similar approach can be readily adopted for such outcomes. However, no equivalent guideline values are in widespread use. Informally, a doubling or halving of a ratio is sometimes seen as a marker of a large relative effect [@pmed.1001645-Hackshaw1].

It is important to note that SES values are not uniquely defined, and different combinations of values on the original scale can produce the same SES value. For the standard Cohen\'s d statistic, different combinations of mean and SD values produce the same SES estimate. For example, a mean (SD) of 5 (10) and 2 (4) both give a standardised effect of 0.5SD. As a consequence, specifying the target difference as a SES alone, though sufficient in terms of sample size calculation, can be viewed as insufficient in that it does not actually define the target difference for the outcome measure of interest. A limitation of the SES is the difficulty in determining why different effect sizes are seen in different studies: for example, whether these differences are due to differences in the outcome measure, intervention, settings, or participants in the studies, or study methodology.

Combining Methods {#s3i}
-----------------

The vast majority of studies that combined methods used two or three of the anchor, distribution, and SES methods. Studies that used multiple methods were not always clear in describing whether and how results were triangulated, and for certain combinations the result of one method seemed to be considered of greater value than the result of another method (i.e., as if a primary and supplementary method had been selected). For example, values that were found using the anchor method were often chosen over effect size results or distribution-based estimates [@pmed.1001645-Wyrwich4]. Alternatively, the most conservative value was chosen, regardless of the comparative robustness of the methods used [@pmed.1001645-Arbuckle1]. In cases where the results of the different methods were similar, triangulation of the results was straightforward [@pmed.1001645-Funk1].

Discussion {#s4}
==========

This comprehensive systematic review summarizes approaches for specifying the target difference in a RCT sample size calculation. Of the seven identified methods, the anchor, distribution, and SES methods were most widely used. There are several reasons for the popularity of these methods, including ease of use, usefulness in studies validating quality of life instruments, and simplicity of calculation of distribution and SES estimates alongside the anchor method. While most studies adopted (though typically implicitly) the conventional Neyman-Pearson statistical framework, some of the methods (i.e., health economic and opinion-seeking) particularly suit a Bayesian framework.

No further methods were identified by this review beyond the seven methods pre-identified from a scoping search. However, substantial variations in implementation were noted, even for relatively simple approaches such as the anchor method, and many studies used multiple methods. Most studies focused on continuous outcomes, although other outcome types were considered using opinion-seeking and evidence base review. While the methods could in principle be used for any type of RCT, they are most relevant to the design of Phase 3, or "definitive", trials.

A number of key issues were common across the methods. First, it is critical to decide whether the focus is to determine an important and/or a realistic difference. Some methods can be used for both (e.g., opinion-seeking), and some for only one or the other (e.g., the anchor method to determine an important difference and the pilot study method to determine a realistic difference). Evaluating how the difference was determined and the context of determining the target difference is important. Some approaches commonly used for specifying an important difference either cannot be used for specifying a target difference (such as the statistical test approach) or do not straightforwardly translate into the typical RCT context (for example the measurement error approach). The anchor, opinion-seeking, and health economic methods explicitly involve judgment, and the perspective taken in the study is a key consideration regarding their use. As a consequence, these methods explicitly allow different perspectives to be considered, and in particular enable the views of patients and the public to be part of the decision-making process.

Some methodological issues are specific to particular methods. For example, the necessity of choosing a cutoff point to define an "important" difference/change is specific to the anchor method. This approach is a widely recognised part of the validation process for new quality of life instruments, where the scale has no inherent meaning without reference to an outside marker (i.e., anchor).

All three approaches of the distribution method---measurement error, statistical test, and rule of thumb---have clear limitations, the foremost being that they do not match the setting of a standard RCT design (two parallel groups). The statistical test approach cannot be used to specify a target difference, given that it is essentially a rearranged sample size formula. The rule-of-thumb approach is dependent upon the interpretability of the individual scale.

The SES method was used in a substantial number of studies for a continuous outcome, but was rarely reported for non-continuous outcomes, despite informal use of such an approach probably being widespread. No parallel for a binary outcome exists, though odds ratio values approximately equivalent to Cohen\'s d values can be used. The validity of Cohen\'s cutoffs is uncertain (despite widespread usage), and some modifications to the original values have been proposed [@pmed.1001645-Cocks1],[@pmed.1001645-Machin1].

The opinion-seeking method was often used with multiple strategies involved in the process (e.g., questionnaires being sent to experts using particular sampling methods, followed by an additional conference being organised to discuss findings in more detail). The Delphi technique for survey development and the nominal group technique for face-to-face meetings are commonly used and are potentially useful for this type of research when developing instruments. In terms of planning a trial, the opinion-seeking method can be relatively easy to implement, but the resulting usefulness of the estimated target difference may depend on the robustness of the approach used to elicit opinions.

The health economic and pilot study methods were infrequently reported as specific methods. For the health economic method, this is likely due to the complexity of the method and/or the resource-intensive procedures that are required to conduct the theoretically more robust variants that have been developed. The use of pilot studies to determine the target difference is problematic and probably only useful for the control group event proportion or SD, for a binary or continuous outcome, respectively. Internal pilot studies may be incorporated into the start of larger clinical trials, but are not useful for specifying the target difference, though they could be used to revise the sample size calculation. The review of the evidence base method can be applied to identify both an important or realistic difference; a pilot study addresses only a realistic difference. For both methods, applicability to the anticipated study and the impact of statistical uncertainty on estimates should be considered.

A review of the evidence base approach for a particular outcome measurement or study population may be combined with any of the other methods identified for establishing an important difference. However, the number of studies reporting a formal method for identifying an important difference using the existing evidence was surprisingly small. It could be that there is wide variation in the extent to which reviews of the existing evidence base have been undertaken prospectively using a specific and formal strategy.

Some methods can be readily used with others, potentially increasing the robustness of their findings. The anchor and distribution methods were often used together within the same study, frequently also with the SES approach. Multiple methods for specifying an important difference were used in some studies, though the combinations varied, as did the extent to which results were triangulated. The result of one method may validate the result found using another method, but conflicting estimates increase uncertainty over the estimate of an important difference.

Strengths and Limitations {#s4a}
-------------------------

To our knowledge, this review is the first comprehensive and systematic search of all possible methods for specifying a target difference. The search strategy was inclusive, robust, and logical; however, this led to a large number of studies that did not report a method for specifying an important and/or realistic difference. Also, it is possible some studies were missed because of the lack of standardised terminology. Finally, our search period ended in January 2011, and another method not included in the seven identified by this review may have been published since then, although we believe this is unlikely. More likely is the use of new variations in the implementation of existing methods.

Conclusions {#s4b}
-----------

A variety of methods are available that researchers can use for specifying the target difference in an RCT sample size calculation. Appropriate methods and implementation vary according to the aim (e.g., specifying an important difference versus a realistic difference), context (research question and availability of data), and underlying framework adopted (Bayesian versus conventional statistical approach). No single method provides a perfect solution for all contexts. Some methods for specifying an important difference (e.g., a statistical test--based approach) are inappropriate in the RCT sample size context. Further research is required to determine the best uses of some methods, particularly the health economic, opinion-seeking, pilot study, and SES methods. Prospective comparisons of methods in the context of RCT design may also be useful. Better reporting of the basis upon which the target difference was determined is needed [@pmed.1001645-Cook1].
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